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What is Effort Reporting?


Method of certifying to the federal granting agencies that the effort required
as a condition of the award has actually been completed



Effort reporting is only a requirement on federal and federal flow-through
(subawards) contracts or grants



Effort Reporting certification must include all personnel costs and cost sharing
(if applicable)



Certification will include all employee activities on an integrated basis (i.e.,
100% effort)



Compensation must conform to institution/federal policies and be
consistently applied

Why Effort Reporting?

Federal Policy


Federal regulations require that any entity receiving federal funding must
ensure that controls are in place to support effort expended on federal
awards. To comply, UCLA’s policy is to certify effort, including committed cost
sharing, and effort expended on federally sponsored projects through the
Effort Reporting System



Incomplete or improper reporting of effort is a compliance violation that
could result in audit disallowances and/or withholding of federal research
funding



Effort documentation must be supported by a system of “internal controls”
which provide reasonable assurance that amounts charged are accurate,
allowable and properly allocated (e.g. the ERS System)



2 CFR 200.430(Compensation-Personnel Services), from Uniform Guidance,
sets the criteria for acceptable methods of charging salaries and wages and
requires that institutions follow acceptable methods for documenting the
distribution of effort for all project personnel

UCLA Policy


UC Accounting Manual and Business and Finance policies requires that any
individual committing effort on a federal or federal flow-through contract or
grant certify that the salary charged or cost shared by the institution is
reasonable in relation to the effort expended on that project

MOST Importantly… In our opinion 


Effort Reporting allows the Principal Investigator, Fund Manager and
Administrator (if applicable) to verify each other’s work when it comes to
payroll distribution


Ensures that everyone is on the same page

Total effort will always equal, whether
full or part-time work:

What is Effort?


Effort is the proportion of time
spent on any single professional
activity which is reflected as a
percentage of the total
professional activity for which an
individual is employed by an
institution



Total professional activity at UCLA
may include but is not limited to
teaching, clinical practice,
research, preparing proposals,
administrative responsibilities or
any other duties performed for
UCLA

What is Effort Commitment?


Effort commitment is the amount of effort promised by the institution in the
proposal or the amended effort included in the award documentation



The total distribution of effort dedicated to all institutional activities for an
individual must not be greater than 100%, including cost sharing
commitments.



100%, or nearly 100% research effort, is not realistically possible for
individuals with significant non-research obligations to the institution (e.g.,
administrative, clinical or teaching).



If the receipt of an award increases an investigator’s total effort
commitments to greater than 100%, the investigator must revise the level of
committed effort requested by communication with the sponsor, reduce
effort on other activities, or refuse the award.

Is Payroll the Same as Effort? NO!




Payroll


Payroll distributions describe the allocation of an individual’s salary



Payroll can be expressed as an estimate of actual time worked



Payroll is the basis for generating the effort report

Effort


Effort describes the allocation of an individual’s time contributed to sponsored
projects to meet effort commitments agreed to in the award, whether or not
reimbursed by the federal sponsor

The Payroll and Effort Commitment
MUST match

Acceptable Tolerance between Payroll
and Effort can be +/- 5%


2 CFR220 (Uniform Guidance) provides for “a degree of tolerance” in the
preciseness of effort reporting



Effort reports at the University may be completed with a preciseness
tolerance of plus or minus 5%



An individual at the University may certify a level of effort for an award or
activity that is within 5% of their best estimate of the actual effort expended
during the reporting period


And hopefully, the effort promised

5% Tolerance Example

Payroll Expense Transfers Are an Important Part of Effort
Reporting


A payroll expense transfer is an after-the-fact reallocation of the cost
associated with a transaction from one activity/account to another



The difference between certified effort percent and percent of salary
charged may require a payroll expense transfer



It is important that the salary charged to a sponsored project not exceed
(within tolerance) the effort spent on the project. If the salary charged is
greater than the effort expended, a payroll expense transfer should be made
to remove excess salary from the sponsored project



Formal re-certification must be completed, if a payroll transfer occurs after
the certification for the effort that has already taken place



Transfers should be made within 120 days of the close of the ledger period
in which the original charge was posted, to follow federal guidelines.



IMPORTANT TO START YOUR EFFORT REPORT CERTIFICATION EARLY!

Who Should Certify the Effort Report?




Principal Investigators


PIs must self-certify (Highlighted in Yellow in ERS System)



It is also recommended that PI’s certify for staff that they
have primary oversight of, given the fact that they have
first-hand knowledge of the work performed

Other faculty in Professorial, Professional Research,
and Management titles




Recommended to self-certify because they are in the best
position to understand how they are spending their time
in support of the various activities in which they are
engaged

Staff




Self-certification is an option and each department sets
their own policies on self-certification
PI can certify

Who Must Never Certify?


An individual that does not have
firsthand knowledge of work
performed


An administrator on behalf of the
PI or any academic personnel



An ERS Coordinator or department
Fund Manager

Main Takeaways Up To This Point!




Keep suitable means of verification of your and your employee’s effort
commitments throughout the year:


detailed calendars



log books



project reports



time cards

WORK WITH YOUR FUND MANAGER AND ADMINISTRATOR


Make sure that your expectations of effort commitment for a certain period
matches with that of your Fund Manager and Administrator

How to Logon to ERS on Campus


Enter through the Extramural Fund Management website: www.efm.ucla.edu


Click on Effort Reporting System (ERS)



Click on the Effort Reporting System link



Direct link is http://ers.it.ucla.edu/



If an employee does not have and ID or has forgotten his/her password, go to:


https://logon.ucla.edu/activate.php

How to Access ERS Off Campus


Requires VPN connection to the secured UCLA Network



PC Instructions





If you are using a PC and are trying to log in from off campus you must create a
Bruin Online VPN here: https://www.bol.ucla.edu/services/vpn/pptp/



Scroll to the bottom of the page and select the configuration for your specific
operating system



Follow the step-by-step instructions and screenshots provided



Once you are connected to the UCLA network via VPN, you can then access the ERS
site at https://ers.it.ucla.edu/. Select UC Los Angeles and use your UCLA login ID

Macintosh Instructions


If you are using a Macintosh and are trying to log in from off campus please use the
following link: https://www.bol.ucla.edu/services/vpn/



Select the appropriate operating system and follow the Configuration Instructions

Pay Periods


Non-Academic and 11/12 Academics


Employees that work 11 months out of the year, but paid over 12 months


Winter: January, February, and March



Spring: April, May, and June



Summer: July, August, and September



Fall: October, November, and December




Most common at Semel Institute

9/12 Academics


Employees that work 9 months out of the year, but paid over 12 months


Winter: November, December, January, and February



Spring: March, April, May, and June



Fall: July, August, September and October



Summer: June, July, August, and September

Effort Report Statuses

Effort Report Statuses

Effort Report Statuses

Paid Effort % Columns

Cost-Sharing


Cost sharing represents the portion of the total project or program costs that
is not paid by the sponsor



These costs are usually paid by the University through unrestricted funding
sources (i.e. Non-Sponsored Activities row in the ERS System)



Committed cost sharing represents effort or other costs related to the
sponsored award, that are included in the proposal budget or narrative but
are not paid by the sponsor


Mandatory (required by the sponsor as a condition of obtaining the award) 




Example: In the Award Announcement it states that there is a Cost Sharing Component of
$20,000

Voluntary (represents a voluntary commitment made to a project, either through
the budget and/or through the narrative description of the proposal)


Example: UCLA volunteered to cover half of the PI’s salary. In the award documents the
effort was listed at 50%, but the salary was budgeted for 25%. Therefore, the other 25%
salary is considered voluntary cost sharing.

Committed Effort Begins at the Proposal
Stage

Call or email me with ERS questions!


Email: Mrastadmehr@mednet.ucla.edu



Phone: (310) 825-0474

